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O Romeo, romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?
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Reason says, “I will beguile him
with the tongue;”
Love says, “Be silent. I will beguile
him with the soul.”
--Rumi-- born 1207 on the Eastern
shores of the Persian Empire
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Get her in the mood with
coffee……..

Men have long tried to seduce women
by plying them with alcohol. A new
study suggests men might have better
luck if they buy them a double espresso
instead. Researchers at Southwestern
University found that when they gave
108 female rats a big jolt of caffeine,
they became very receptive to the
overtures of male rats. Scientists aren’t
sure why, but believe that caffeine
stimulates a region of the brain
involved with sexual motivation. One
caveat: Since rats generally don’t drink
cappuccino, they’d never had caffeine
before, so it’s possible that the Viagra
effect would not be as powerful among
women who drink coffee every day. “In
humans,” psychologist Fay Guarraci
tells Livescience.com, “it might enhance
the sexual experience only among people
who are not habitual users.”
--Confidential intelligence briefing-The Week 2010

What is the world’s most beautiful
work of art?

Michelangelo’s statue of David is so
beautiful, an Italian psychiatrist reports, it
causes some people to become unhinged.
Dr. Graziella Magherini, a prominent
psychiatrist in Florence, studied the
reactions of visitors to the statue of David
over a ten year period.

Which men are least likely to
CHEAT?
If women want a faithful husband,
they should marry someone with a
big gut. A new study has found that
thin men are more than twice as
likely to cheat on their partners as
men who are overweight. German
researchers interviewed 1,000 men
between 31 & 69 about their sexual
appetites & practices, & discovered
that 23% of normal-weight men
confessed they’d cheat on their wives
or girlfriends. But just 11% of
overweight men expressed any
interest in affairs. Researcher S.
Rusch says the fat men’s low selfesteem was probably partly---but not
wholly---responsible. Fat men, Rusch
said, were also less likely to visit
prostitutes. That suggests that fat
men’s lack of exercise, poor diet, and
overall lower level of health make
them less interested in “the challenge
of sexual adventure.”

-Confidential intelligence briefing-The Week 2010

MOONSTRUCK [adjective]

The adjective MOONSTRUCK has 1 sense:
1. Insane & believed to be affected by
the phases of the moon
---AudioEnglish.net

VENUS [Roman mythology]

Venus was a Roman goddess principally associated with love, beauty &
fertility, who played a key role in many Roman religious festivals & myths.
From the third century BC, she was identified as the equivalent of the
Greek goddess Aphrodite.

APHRODITE [Greek mythology]

Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of love, beauty & sexual rapture.

CUPID…..in Roman mythology is Love’s Messenger.

